Ask Catherine

(December 3rd), 2020

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input. Thanks for your questions!
My Christmas Flower are AMAZING!
CHRISTMAS

ASK CATHERINE: Gift Ideas
Cash and Precious Metals

Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
None this week

Covid-19

Question: (Covid-19)
This is an excellent idea. I'm going to send it to our county supervisor and then call to suggest adoption.
Mark

“Hi, Mark,

I've just published a new blog post:

The Healthy Communities Resolution

In my district, Gavin Newsom's curfew is a dead letter. All three Sheriffs are not enforcing it, trusting people to make their own decisions. The same is true of many Sheriffs across California.

Collective action at the local level can be a powerful counterweight against Newsom’s one-man rule. That’s why I’ve written the Healthy Communities Resolution, which is now being considered by the Board of Supervisors in 15 counties.

The Resolution comes out of the Conference of North State Representatives we convened in Red Bluff. I worked with James Gallagher and other legislators to crystallize the points of agreement from the Conference into a Resolution for each county’s Board of Supervisors to consider and adapt as they see fit. Here are a few of the introductory clauses:
• WHEREAS, California has struggled as much as any state during the COVID-19 pandemic, with the third highest unemployment rate in the country, the largest backlog of unpaid jobless claims, and the fifth worst excess death rate west of the Mississippi; and

• WHEREAS, California’s “Blueprint for a Safer Economy” provides a one-size-fits-all approach to reopening communities that fails to allow the flexibility to respond in a data-driven way to what is occurring in our county; and

• WHEREAS, Our county has seen increases in drug abuse, delayed medical care, depression among our youth, and the overall need for mental health services

The Resolution concludes that “these facts demonstrate a need for collective and unified action from our county and surrounding communities,” including:

• That our county is best served by an ability to respond locally to the COVID-19 virus in accordance with our local data and circumstances

• That school districts in our jurisdiction are urged to safely open all schools as soon as possible

While we’ve sent the Healthy Communities Resolution to the 15 Northern California counties at the Conference, any county can pass it. So you can get in touch with your Board of Supervisors to have it considered no matter where you live. A copy of the sample Resolution along with our letter to county leaders is [here](#).

For all of California government’s shortcomings, it nevertheless contains a rich institutional tapestry interwoven with 170 years of history. These institutions provide distinct reserves of power, sites for organizing, and vehicles for opposition.
Gavin Newsom can only turn California into a full-fledged autocracy if we let him. So let’s not let him.

Support My Efforts to End Newsom’s One-Man Rule

Share this Post on Facebook

Kevin Kiley,
California Legislator”

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question**: (Covid-19)
Is the covid test the “vaccination”? This info would appear to support this claim…The JHUSM article is valid.


CAF Notes & Links:
**Catherine Austin Fitts** says:

**December 1, 2020 at 12:38 am Edit**

Something unusual is happening with the test. The test is clearly not a test. The question is it meant to source and map DNA, or implant something on the brain barrier or to simply generate false or irrelevant positives in place as part of building the control systems. Lots of possibilities, particularly as such situations generally involve stacking functions.

**Question**: (Covid-19)
Hello Solari Family, My nephew had a cough and his work sent him for a test and he tested positive for COVID. Is there something to listen to or read on site on how to boost your system to help him through this. His systems are not different than the common cold. Thank you all in advance.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Catherine Austin Fitts** says:

[November 30, 2020 at 3:23 pm Edit](#)

Telemed Link on Jerome Corsi’s website connects with doctors who can advise re HCQ options.

Dietrich Klinghardt just did a video on health re Covid.

I would scan Mercola and Swiss Policy Research for latest stats and intel on treatments and preventative care.

At PP, we've determined that three things work really well:

1. HCQ + Azithromycin + zinc, taken as early as possible; HCQ as prophylaxis too.

2. Ivermectin. Works well both in early and middle stages; prophylaxis also.

3. High-dose instant-acting vitamin-D - calcefediol - especially for elderly - avoids the ICU.

On his videos, Chris calls HCQ "Dwizenbin" - DWSNBN - Drug Which Shall Not Be Named, so his videos don't get banned on Youtube. The evidence for all 3 is just so utterly overwhelming

In reply to [Catherine Austin Fitts](#).

And in addition to the damage to the business, a positive test enables the employee to qualify for the withdrawal of up to $100K from
their 401Ks, penalty-free, courtesy of the CARES Act. I’m wondering how much financial damage is being inflicted on retirement saving because of this new access to it? I’d have to think that a fair percentage of the population that opts in to this program will not redeposit it in the future. Could this be another aspect of the strategy to mark down the living standard of the population?

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Question: (Feedback)
Hello.
It is very much a pleasure (and today a necessity) being a Solari member.

I saw one of your recent interviews and in it you had mentioned that you could check a location against "opportunity zones". I have two properties, if you are able to check, that are a concern for me.

1.) This is a property in upstate New York.

2.) This one is a place in the county seat of Bucks County, PA

If it is possible providing any information on either of these locations I would be very grateful.

Thank you very much for your consideration.
God bless you and the Solari Report!
Best Regards,
CAF Notes & Links:

ADD LINK TO HUD OPPORTUNITY ZONE MAPPING PROGRAM
AND SAME FOR NY STATE AND PA

Question: (Feedback)
Hello Catherine,

I have been a subscriber for just a short time, however, I must say I have learned so much from the Solari Report.

I first encountered your work at Dark Journalist along with that of Dr. Farrell's. I found out about DJ when Daniel appeared on (would you believe it?) The Hagmann & Hagmann Report a few years ago. I mention this since I have always been of a fundamentalist/evangelical mind set in my Christian walk and Daniel's show was a bit "dangerous" for a "true believer". As it turned out I was able to put aside my intolerance and learn a few things. Listening to the archived materials was where I got to become acquainted with your work and that of Dr. Farrell's.

I ended up signing up for the Giza Death Star and then your Solari Report. It has been quite an eye opener for a 78 year old conservative Christian. God works in mysterious ways!

Thank you so much for your hard work. As you would say to Daniel, "Keep on doing what you're doing!"

God bless you,
Question: (Feedback)
Does anyone know where or if Catherine post her “stock screens” she talks about in M&M?

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset

Question: (Going Direct Reset)
Dear Catherine:
It concerns me when I see this statement from you.... because I feel you are giving them the benefit of the doubt here. My conviction is that these people are where they are because they are sincerely evil. I regularly have to remind the people around me who are basically good people that they assume the globalists are also good people and this is not true.

I'm keeping this short because of your statements about how you don't have time for frivolous entertainment! And I do not either. But I do appreciate the INTELLIGENCE that I receive at your website, the kind that is separate from "entertainment" and "news".
I have recommended Solari to several friends lately. 
Sincerely wish you peace and prosperity 
Deborah

CAF Notes & Links:

"I hope Schwab and Malleret are better than that. We need an open and inclusive conversation of the kind they could help lead. To do that, however, they need to know that the audience’s learning speed has leaped way ahead of where they are. "

Question: (Going Direct Reset)
Catherine

According to John Titus in All the Plenary’s Men, “Cabinet members, including the Attorney General, enforce foreign legal immunities instead of U.S. law so that a global banking cartel can commit crimes on U.S. soil without restraint.”

Apparently the US presidential oath of office should be restated as follows:
"I do solemnly swear that I will to the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend The Agreement Between The Swiss Federation Council and The Bank of International Settlements to Determine the Bank’s Status in Switzerland.” What gives a global banking cartel the power to supersede the laws of the United States with respect to crimes committed in Brooklyn, NY?

It can’t be the Swiss army, can it?
I suppose the answer is: their control of money and credit.
Have a great Thanksgiving holiday.
Thank you.
Sincerely,

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:** (Going Direct Reset)
Catherine, would you translate your statement “…further centralize state and local authorities and cash flows” relevant to Williams posting?

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:** (Going Direct Reset)
Is this part of the JEDI contact?


CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:** (Going Direct Reset)
Catherine,
You are so appreciated -- thank you for all you do.
My friends are all benefiting from market conditions, some gaining over 40% with their investments. I've been keeping my money out of the markets, for concern that there will be a fairly huge adjustment coming. I'm wondering if you have any thoughts as to
how a market crash would happen, and possibly guesses on when?
Kathy

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:**(Going Direct Reset)
Hi Catherine,

I’m passing along this little news tidbit from a file drawer you can mark as “irony": "Michigan State economist Lisa Cook named to Biden transition team" where she will “ensure that banking is done fairly and securely."


That’s the same MSU economics dept. that gave us Dr. Mark Skidmore and $21 trillion missing from DOD & HUD. It’s comforting to know that diversity is alive and well in our universities.

Things just keep getting weirder and weirder...
Have a good one!

CAF Notes & Links:

**Solari Promoting Women Series/**

**Question:**(Going Direct Reset)
Catherine –
It dawned on me this morning to pull up a story from earlier this year relating to voting machine shenanigans… but from Venezuela: https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-51800316 – For some reason my ‘spidey sense’ prompted me to probe for further speculation.

I have always been suspicious of the Maduro regime (he was a BUS DRIVER before the Chavez administration so he clearly has the chops to lead a country) and the tactics for the election there in 2017 are very reminiscent of the current fraud we experience stateside. Could they be connected? The exact likelihood is unknowable to me, but there is certainly a similar intuitive thread that I discern from both election situations…

Part of what I am beginning to wonder is if Chavez was potentially taken down by a faction who puppets Maduro. After all, Chavez was TRULY turning that country around and kicking out CIA and US Military influence over the oil reserves in the 15 years prior and it wasn’t until Maduro stepped in (after the assassination in 2013) that the socialist practices were instigated. It is also since 2017 specifically that the PETRO crypto program was spun up out of Venezuela and began trading in this stuff JUST as the Petrodollar collapse was gaining speed.

This all seems like a large component of the $$$ Reset and fits in with the “End of Currencies” meme you propagate, so your thoughts on such topics would be valuable. Interestingly enough, the 45th president of Venezuela was CHAVEZ, similar to TRUMP being our 45th… and the 46th being the “wet noodle” type in both cases of Maduro and Biden.

ALSO intriguing (since you’ve expressed interest in symbology and spell casting) is that words which reduce to a 46 value in various Gematria ciphers include: Chaos; Sacrifice; Virus; Ransomware;
Chicago (Obama faction HQ) etc… Oh… and the term: BUS DRIVER also = 46. You just can’t make this stuff up. This indicates a common-ground between the pandemic, voting fraud, the dollar collapse, Biden/Maduro, with a socialist tinge, to boot. Seems like a tapestry of sorts to me and would enjoy your own views; if there is enough here for you to speculate on.

Ben

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question: (Going Direct Reset)**

How do I donate money to Sidney Powell?! If I’m mind controlled for wanting to donate to Sidney Powell please let me know, but at the moment I really want to donate to her. I think she’s doing some really great work on our behalf. I want to make sure that the website I donate to is legitimate. Does anybody know the proper site to donate to?

Quin

CAF Notes & Links:

**Sidney Powell Personal Website**

**Legal Fund**

**Twitter Account**

Catherine Austin Fitts says:

I have looked but have not found anything yet. I do not yet understand the quality of her evidence. If she believes it is worthy of filing, then I assume it is. She is a serious attorney
and a person of integrity.

**Question:** *(Going Direct Reset)*
Dear Catherine
One more thing I forgot to put in my previous reply as I am just now trying to find my voice.

Have you ever read “Dr Mary’s Monkey” by Edward Haslam. He grew up in New Orleans and his father worked at Tulane University. I read this book years ago and the answer to who runs the world is in there. The author does not draw any conclusions but instead leaves it up to the reader. It seems more frightening than ever right now.

**CAF Notes & Links:**

**Question:** *(Going Direct Reset)*
Pardon my delay in writing item 2. During Thursday’s discussion with John Titus I paraphrase an idea you articulated: “the move underway to a transhumanist financial system from the current one seems almost an impossible one”. One thing appears very clear. Namely those engineering this demonstrate sophisticated, clever and surprising skill with each step along the way. I DO value your continual assessment of the “goings on”. I respectfully ask you to regularly share practical, simple, and actionable steps we each can take in defense of these moves. I personally find it most challenging in coming up with such steps.

**CAF Notes & Links:**
**Question:** (Going Direct Reset)
I would like to share some thoughts on some of the recent events regarding Trump, the military, and a recent 4 fold uptick in military aircraft a few days ago.

**Bottom Line Up Front:**
Is operation warp speed really a Special Forces operation and not about vaccines?

First and for-most around Nov 16, 1030 military aircraft were active, given the amount of refueling aircraft there were likely more untracked craft. Also a lot headed to Gitmo. 
Source: [https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1328394598289453056](https://twitter.com/mil_ops/status/1328394598289453056)

Second, throughout the year we have been hearing Trump talk about operation Warp Speed, even though there is sufficient recorded evidence that he is against vaccines.

Third, the General in charge of Operation Warp Speed said they intend to distribute the vaccine within 24 hours of approval source: [https://www.cnsnews.com/index.php/article/washington/patrick-goodenough/vaccine-pledge-24-hours-approval-distribution-24-hours-later](https://www.cnsnews.com/index.php/article/washington/patrick-goodenough/vaccine-pledge-24-hours-approval-distribution-24-hours-later)

Fourth: “President Trump Activates JFK National Security Action Memo 57!”
In this special live broadcast Dark Journalist Daniel Liszt highlights that in order for Acting Defense Secretary Christopher Miller to issue his order that Special Operations now must report directly to him he needed to execute the power held in the JFK National Security Action Memorandum 57 (NSAM 57) designed to bypass the CIA!”, from Dark Journalist: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOqeG6IE8II](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOqeG6IE8II)
Some thoughts: It is not feasible for the military to mass vaccinate the population of the US within 24 hours, it is logistical nightmare. However it would be possible to conduct targeted operations across America at large population centers. Secretary Miller in charge of spec ops seems to point to this. What worries me personally, is if this is being done in anticipation of “Leftist” payed/ mind-controlled forces. Or possibly this is a preparation for the insurrection act. The many date given on operation warp speed may indicate it was cover for positioning military assets.

There are a lot of possibilities, and with the military in control of Warp Speed, vaccines, special ops, or both, its very unsettling for the near future. So is Warp Speed really a cover for a special forces OP? Or are we about to get vaccinated spayed, and neutered like Fido? We’ll find out soon. Who knows maybe Q was both an op and real, HA! Either way, I don’t trust this plan.

CAF Notes & Links:
In reply to

Since the Fed is not ready with an all digital system, there is a possibility there are plans afoot to further centralize state and local authorities and cash flows.

Catherine
In reply to CAF:

Question:(Going Direct Reset)
Catherine, would you translate your statement “…further centralize state and local authorities and cash flows” relevant to William
Hi Catherine

You recently said that a person in the U.S. should consider leaving if they can.
What are the main factors that contributed to that statement?
I had always wanted to leave this circus behind but have trouble convincing my wife.

Food & Health

Question:(Health)
Hello Catherine,

My wife, Lauren, and I joined Solari in 2018 and we eagerly listen to everything you offer. Thank you!

We own and operate an 83 acre organic tree fruit orchard business (www.fortunatefruit.com) located in a secluded desert canyon in Western Colorado.

It is incredibly beautiful here and quite remote. (photo attached).
We both feel like our relatively small group of friends has dwindled considerably due to the mind control programs taking over our society.

Along similar lines, our two millennial children (photo attached), who we always assumed would take over the family farm, have moved to Portland, Oregon and British Columbia. They show signs of accepting the mind control programming and are becoming increasingly critical of our world view. Most alarming to us is that they do not appear to value the opportunity to take over a multi-million dollar asset that is 100% paid for and consistently generates a six figure income.

You are spot on about the millennials being programmed to accept the destruction of their parents' hard earned wealth.

We are in the process of finding "millennial farmers" whom do not desire to join the NWO to fill their shoes for the 2021 farm season. It's a heart breaking process for us.

Organic fruit farming on this scale can be very challenging but, our most serious direct threat to our business is not pests, weather, or labor. Rather, it is government compliance pressures, particularly "food safety" regulations (FSMA) that are designed to encourage aging farmers like ourselves to throw in the towel and sell out to the elites.

Please feel free to reach out to us regarding family farming and/or organic farming issues.

On a different note I have included a link to a recent announcement
from our spiritual teacher since 1986, Jonah, on an upcoming class regarding the challenges we are facing.  
https://mailchi.mp/jonahlifeinstitute/9zgd4u1b5z-9476372?e=e87d543cb4

In Love & Light,

**Question:** (Health)

Dear Catherine-

Thank you for so thoughtfully responding to my inquiry about finding a doctor with integrity. I will follow the leads you provided and, God Willing, we will find the right doctor for our needs. Since last week I have noticed more than one news article about many doctors closing their practices. Here is one from the **NY Times**- I didn't see anything about government or quasi-governmental agencies creating conditions that make it impossible for doctors to function, but it's all in a day's work for *Mr the Virus!*  

Like you said, *M Le Virus* can do just about anything! Ha Ha

That reminded me, I made a piece of art for you back in June or thereabouts, and I was going to snail-mail it to Tennessee until I heard you were in Europe. Then I more-or-less forgot about it. Enclosed below.

CAF Notes & Links:

**Question:** (Health)

A question for anyone to answer:
Are there good repositories/directories of good farms? I’ve browsed around a little but not exactly sure how to discern the good farms from the bad besides the term “organic”.

Thanks in advance!
William E.

**Pete Kennedy** says:

- Try any of the following sites-farmmatch.com, localharvest.org,eatwild.com or realmilk.com

Agree with everything you say....BUT bioweapon. Bioweapons are hard to control. This looks to me more like a combination of one or more pathogens that can be combined with EMF - more targeted, more controlled. The pathogens likely include chemicals, so it is probably chemical warfare.

It clearly is long war with a goal of a slow kill and creation of infertility.

On 12/2/20 3:12 AM,wrote:

Do you agree with me that real GDP per capita in the USA fell from 1968-2018? This simple fact explains much of what has happened to America.

Do the math and see what you think.
We disagree about the COVID mortality numbers; truth will express itself over the next 2 years. SARS-CoV-2 will be endemic like influenza then with a low case fatality rate.

Did you see the excess deaths from dementia, CV disease and hypertension? COVID did not kill those people; the politicians killed them including Trump with his national emergency order. [https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm#dashboard](https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid19/excess_deaths.htm#dashboard)

The excess cancer deaths will peak in 2022 from colon and breast cancers that were diagnosed too late because of the shutdown of medical care. Late cancer diagnoses take a couple of years to kill people.

Unlike SARS-CoV-2, Hepatitis HCV kills 36% of people who do not get cured.

SARS-CoV-2 is a military bioweapon launched by the globalist bankers and the Communist Chinese. They are injuring another American generation by keeping children out of school and maiming them with masks and psychological warfare. Their parents have been damaged by the CIA-Clinton-Bush directed opioid epidemic and their grandparents by attacks on the family and the churches. This is a very long war and
most Americans do not even know that they are in danger.

Thank you for Solari.

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
None this week

Recommended Links

Question: (Recommended Links)
Catherine I've seen other info on this - time for some high octane speculation - what's this all about?
Thanks for your great work in this time of chaos!
Mark

CAF Notes & Links:

Question:(Recommended Links)
From Sibel Edmunds Twitter
The Clark County Commission just threw out an election that represents almost 1/6 of the total votes cast in Clark County because there were too many “discrepancies” to be sure that that the results in that election can be certain. 153K votes in this election.

https://t.co/kqO1cBwnYH

Mark

CAF Notes & Links:

Shadow Work

Question:
CAF Notes & Links:
None this week

Take Action

Question:(Take Action)
In reply to Catherine Austin Fitts.
I am now in direct contact with Christopher James and will monitor the success of the cases as he moves forward.
Thank you for your consideration, Catherine as I wonder what you think of the possibility if two lines of strategy can be undertaken: 1) Clean up the civil courts (Do not throw out the baby with the bathwater) and 2) Establish Common Law Courts to run in conjunction so as to access the employees knowledge and experience of how courts run?
So the key is:
Establish which court is in action today – Civil? Or Common Law?
Employees running the court do not change – just the format of the
proceedings do.
And in the case of a Common Law Court a jury of peers from the community is establish – people of like-minds or cultures.
So in terms of your wheelhouse – no extra cost to the court system.
And the plaintiff represents himself cutting out the middle man (i.e. Defense Lawyer) and relies on the jury (true) of peers for judgement.
(I am going to suggest to Christopher James to begin a school of Common Law Lawyers (Consultants really) so a man or woman can have a pool of expertise to advise them when they go to court so as to assure proper commandeering of that court (i.e. establishing it lawfully as a Common Law Court) – and how – in plain common language – to present their case once the jury is in place.
What you say? Theory? Practice?
Sincerely,

CAF Notes & Links

**Question:** (Take Action)
“Every restaurant, every bar, every small business will stop living in fear of your baseless attacks with astronomical illegal fines. .”

“This is not just for us, this is for everybody.”

“I might lose my establishment, but I’m not backin’ down..”

Thank you for putting this up here J F! This is actual movement in the right direction!

How can we actively wake people up to what these guys are demonstrating is within reach? How can we communicate what’s at
stake if they wait? How do we help it leap business to business? These guys are what’s needed and the thought of what is wasted if they die out alone is too costly to ignore.

CAF Notes & Links:
1. Support their message
2. Support their crowdfunds
3. Show up at their establishment – support their take out or other business. Or drink and donate.
4. Bank local
5. Switch as many of your food purchases to local – do everything possible to build local food production, markets, systems
6. Hire only high integrity people you know and trust. Use every dime to support what you want in the world as opposed to what you don’t want.
7. Find your neighbors who understand the economic warfare aspect and start looking for leaders you can support locally
8. Get to know your Sheriff and local law enforcement and work with them to ease up on enforcement of victimless crimes such as fines and penalties
9. Learn how your local financial ecosystem works. Municipal budget. State budget. Get on top of the money and find out where there is leverage in the financial intelligence. Its there, but you have to get literate. Start with our Solari Report on Unpacking Your Financial Ecosystem.
10. Switch state and local government purchases to local businesses
11. Team up with local business and schools to create opportunities for young people locally.
12. Consider a tax escrow for federal taxes
13. Form local investment clubs and angel networks to circulate local equity.
14. Start a community currency – or use your gold and silver coins to transact so long as no local taxes are applied.

Conclusion:
Additional Resources

Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input